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These are but a few of the local
restaurants that have made San Jose

Malate a distinct hub in the foodie world.
People come from all over the world to
see and eat here, and according to the

local folks, the food has changed since a
savvy chef named Nicanor Escalante
opened his El Pinar restaurant to rave
reviews in 1983. Escalante may have

long since retired, but he is still
synonymous with fine dining in Costa

Rica. And chef Arnoldo Marroquin, owner
of Isolina Restaurante, one of the citys
first, is doing likewise. For the San Jose

crowd, Escalantes timeless dishes,
which have now become classics,

remain a touchstone. Marroquin, who
trained as a cook under Escalante, has

turned out his own version of those
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dishes. He is raising the bar on Costa
Rica, elevating to new heights such

restaurant concepts as tricycle cuisine,
which uses the pedal-powered kitchen

that was invented by Guamanians,
Costa Ricas version of roving food

trucks. On the other hand, La Marouse is
one of only a handful of contemporary

gastronomic spots in Costa Rica and it's
off the beaten path in a highly

populated, touristy area. When you
travel, the 21st century ideal of

gastronomic generosity may not always
take you there, but instead in the hands

of local talent, youre likely to find
something that will prove memorable

and exciting. Travelling great distances
to the workplace, working two jobs,

physical and psychological fatigue all
reduce the time devoted to the

family.[635] Situations of
unemployment have material and
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spiritual repercussions on families, just
as tensions and family crises have

negative influences on attitudes and
productivity in the area of work.
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